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Summary

G4DS commits 


Veto geometry optimisation (number of sectors?) 


Veto readout strategy: updates (Sam)


Simulation of light propagation in the TPC (Micheal - next week) 


Plan for Napoli meeting and TDR (Paolo, Daria) 


Neutrons from the cryostat: updates (Paolo) 


Next simulation steps 
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G4DS commits: GANTRY and veto LY fix
1) GANTRY geometry for calibration 

/ds/detector/gantry/  …. 

/ds/detector/gantry/configuration XXX

Ask Olivier (dadoun@in2p3.fr ) for details. Alex/Victor?


2) LY in the inner veto recovered after  
error pushed to the repo. It was meant to 
optically isolated TPC and Veto, but  
wrongly implemented… 
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Summary

G4DS commits 


Veto geometry optimisation (number of sectors?) 


Veto readout strategy: updates (Sam) 

Simulation of light propagation in the TPC (Micheal - next week) 


Plan for Napoli meeting and TDR (Paolo, Daria) 


Neutrons from the cryostat: updates  

Next simulation steps 
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Simulation of light propagation

Wait next week for the presentation…


Here we have a PSD leakage curve prediction with 
the new TPC geometry  and updated SiPM 
parameters 


We are working on NR simulation and 
determination of the NR acceptance curve (1 
week?) 


Current set of TPC cuts requires: 


- single scatters in FV 

- NR instead of ER (100% efficiency, based on MC 
truth) 

- 7.5 keVee < recoil energy < 50 keVee (30 keVNR 
to 200 keVNR) 
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goal: to update NR acceptance in YB 

true recoil energy 



Plan for Naples Meeting and TDR

Neutron background 


- cross check / validate numbers in background summary table using old simulations (Pula) 

	 . Daria


- update background estimates using accurate NR acceptance curve 

	 . Micheal (next week) 


-  add other effects until now not really considered (such as threshold on cluster identification) 

	 . Sam 


Still need to be addressed in a complete manner after new geometry updates: 


- cosmogenic neutrons with FLUKA 

	 . ongoing (Sagar) 

	 . muon tagging efficiency in the outer veto (Zoe) 


- neutrons from cryostat and hall C 

	 . next slides 
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Neutrons from the cryostat

Currently: fraction of neutrons from the cryostat which reach the TPC and produce a background 
event is kind of limited by the statistics. The only statistics available was order of 1.E9 neutrons 
(thanks to Niamh@Manchester). 


Increase the statistics of this sample has become high priority in view of TDR 


Order of 1.4E8 neutrons expected in 10 years


CPU intensive simulations: data reduction in place and manual processing. 5E9 neutrons/week


Approximations / assumptions: 


- geometry of the insulation layers in the cryostat.  
generation is uniform in the foam 


- neutron energy spectrum is the usual/reference one  

(emission as (alpha,n) in steel) 


- HDPE filling space inter beams outside. Expect:  
very efficient to shield from hallC neutrons but

. not sure about the effect on the n from the foam 
. not sure how much material we can place here (mechanics)   
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Results 

First look at these results. 1.4961e+10 neutrons. Selection based on TPC cuts after Sam’s low-
energy cluster removing (single NR scatter, 30 cm fid cut from walls, 100 cm from top/bot). Vast 
majority of events have a capture on Gd and large energy signals in the LAr buffers 
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Results 

cont’ed
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Results

The events that deposit < 800 keV in either the inner or the outer LAr buffers 
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capture signal (keV)  
in inner/outer buffers

thermalis. signal [keV] 
in inner/outer buffers 

LOST: prompt/late  
in GdAcrylic 

LOST: prompt/late  
in Passive Argon 

LOST: prompt/late  
in TPC vessel  

Two of these events actually are tagged by the coincidence tagging requirement (yellow) 


Three events go unseen by the veto. Fraction surviving TPC and veto cuts is then 

	 	 3/1.5E10 = 2 ± 1 (stat) x 10-10 


Additionally: there is no enough statistics for a complete study, but all the energies (green) are 
in the low energy side of the spectrum, where acceptance is actually < 1  (or 0.9) 

Ar 
H 
Gd 
Gd 
Gd

NR Energy  
[keVNR] 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FOAM1?

FOAM1 

FOAM2 

ρ FOAM1  = 90 kg m-3  

ρ FOAM2  = 130 kg m-3 

real protoDUNE cryostat 

HDPE  StainlessSteel  (0,0,-456.22) 

StainlessSteel  PlyWood  (0,0,-455.32)

PlyWood  InsulatingFoam  (0,0,-454.22)

InsulatingFoam  StainlessSteel  (0,0,-415.22) 

StainlessSteel  InsulatingFoam  (0,0,-415.12)

InsulatingFoam  PlyWood  (0,0,-376.12) 

PlyWood  StainlessSteel  (0,0,-375.12) 

 

protoDUNE cryostat in G4DS 

1.2 mm 
10 mm 

390 mm 

1 mm 

10 mm 
10 mm 

… 

FOAM1

FOAM1

steel

steel

plywood

plywood

steel

400 mm Two differences: 

- foam1 is everywhere (change to foam2 below, need 

input for upper part) 

- missing one layer of Plywood in the middle, but  its 

radioactivity should be accounted for


